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Moderator: Ladies and gentlemen, good day and welcome to Q4 FY16 analyst conference call for Veto

Switchgears Limited hosted by Kirin Advisors. As a remainder all participant lines would be in

the listen-only mode and there would be an opportunity for you to ask questions after the

presentation concludes.  If  you  need assistance during the conference call  please signal  an

operator by pressing * then 0 on your touchtone phone. Please note that this conference is

being recorded. I now hand the conference over to Mr. Sonal Kumar Shrivastava from Kirin

Advisors. Thank you and over to you sir.

Sonal Kumar Shrivastava: Good afternoon everybody. On behalf of Kirin Advisors, I welcome you all to FY16 results

conference call of Veto Switchgear. We have Mr. Priavrat Sharma – Group Finance Advisor of

Veto Switchgears and Cables with us today. So the format of the call would be such that Mr.

Sharma would briefly give update on the performance of the company with regard to the Q4

FY16  numbers and which will be followed by Q&A session. I would now request Mr. Sharma

to take the floor. I will handover to Mr. Sharma. Mr. Sharma please go ahead.

Priavrat Sharma: Thank you Sonal. Good evening everyone. I welcome all of you on behalf of my company

Veto  Switchgears  and  Cables  Limited.  I  think  today  all  of  you  are  happy  as  the  Nifty

cross10,000. My company is in manufacturing of electrical accessories and wires and cables at

our  manufacturing  facilities  at  Haridwar  and  Vasai  Mumbai.  We  are  dealing  in  electrical

accessories  like  switch  socket,  MCB,  bell  and  all  electrical  accessories  which  is  used  for

household purposes and manufacturing wires and cables. Cable starts from 0.75 mm to 10 mm.

This Q4 our result for sales was 33.96 crores. PAT was 4.98 crores. EBITDA was 7.76 and

quarter EPS is 2.72. This is the standalone results of Indian company, Veto Switchgears and

Cables Limited and March consolidated figure including Dubai Veto Overseas total sales was

54.96, PAT was 6.73, EBITDA was 9.51 and consolidated EPS for this quarter is 4.65. Now I

am talking about whole year  FY15-16.  Standalone sales was 112.09 crores,  PAT was 7.65

crores, EBITDA 20.65 and EPS 4.18 standalone for the year. Consolidated results including

Dubai Veto Overseas FZD – sales is 176.74 crores, PAT is 13.9 crores, EBITDA is 26.10 lakhs,

EPS is 7.14 per share for the year and adjusted PAT is 17.30 crores and adjusted EPS is 9.48,

as we have booked insurance loss of 4.21. Actually our company got fire in 2014-2015 and our

claim was 16 crores but we have received 12 crores in this financial year, so we have booked

4.2 crores in this financial year.

Now I am talking about segments. Our sale include sale of 112 crores includes 50 crores wires

and cables and 62 crores electrical accessories and electrical accessories mainly our accessory

manufacturing sale is 37.5 crores and our trading sale is LED fan and CFL. LED is 7.5 crores,

fan is 3.5 crores and CFL is 13.5 crores. Our Q4 results is very good just because of LED sale

increase. In this quarter our LED sale is more than 5 crores and LED is a good profitable

margin business and our Dubai sale is 50% for electrical accessory and 50% wire. Dubai Veto

Overseas, we have incorporated this company on 3 rd October 2015 and in 6 months our sale is

64 crores and our PAT is 5.4 crores as there is no tax in Dubai, so PBT and PAT is same.

EBITDA is 5.45 and EPS for this company is 2.98. This is the financials of our company and I

would like to say last year our board of directors had decided some guidelines for the growth

of the company. And last year our Directors made a(Inaudible) 5.17for revenue targets and for
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this FY15-16 the target was 170 crores and instead of this target we have achieved 176 which

is good for our company and therefore financial year FY16-17 our revenue target decided by

the Board of Directors guidance note of which we have published in our website also that is

270 – 280 crores and by looking at the growth of the Indian market we are very hopeful to

achieve the target  and with regard to margin we are very hopeful  to maintain the margin

because our sales will increase and marginal profit will increase but for the same if we will

increase our sales we have to expand on advertisement side, then incremental margin will be

used in advertisement for growth of the sales. So we are very hopeful to achieve the target very

well. Thank you very much. We can start the Q&A.

Moderator: Thank you. We will now begin the question and answer session. We have the first question

from the line of Abdul Karim from HDFC Securities Ltd. Please go ahead.

Abdul Karim: First I have a question regarding the receivable days. Your receivable day reduced from 125

days to 86 days and still  your receivable days is higher than your peers.  So what is your

strategy to reduce the receivable days and working capital cycle?

Priavrat Sharma: Thank you Mr. Karim. In our electrical business in India receivable days is normally 120 days

for all. It is reduced, it is 86 days just because of Dubai operation because Dubai it is only 30

days and consolidated results which is reflected as 86 days. But in Rajasthan we cannot help

because in Rajasthan we are giving 90 days’ credit to all customers. But in other states we are

going on distribution model and in case of distributor we will give 30 days’ credits and I would

like to say now we are focusing more into out of Rajasthan and in FY14-15 our sale was 80%

in Rajasthan and 20% out of Rajasthan. But in this year our sale is 70% in Rajasthan and 30%

out  of  Rajasthan.  So  as  and when we  go  outside Rajasthan our  receivable  days  will  also

automatically control.

Abdul Karim: And your domestic business is likely to grow by 20% but your previous guidance due to the

expansion of new territories and the products. For which territory you are looking for and what

are  your  new products  which  are  going to  be launched and how do you  face the pricing

pressure in new regions with existing players like in previous con-call you told just you are

planning to enter into Jharkhand and Odisha area. See there is a competition in Jharkhand there

is existing player Usha Martin and also the companies providing same products what you are

providing to the other area. So how do you see the pricing pressure in Jharkhand, basically in

new territory area?

Priavrat Sharma: Actually in Rajasthan we are in good margin because we are in existence of last more than 10

years. But in outside you are very true that the margin pressure is there. In Jharkhand we have

appointed one distributor in Ranchi. But this is good for us that Ranchi distributor has given

Rs. 10 lakhs security deposit and we can see that in Rajasthan there is no dealer who give up

say  security  deposit.  But  in  Ranchi  we  received  10  lakhs  as  security  deposit  from  the

distributor. It means our product is very good there and distributor is very keen to do business

with us and he is doing good business and we are supporting him in pricing and we are giving

extra 2% discount to him for competing with other brands. But our quality is good and we are

receiving good response from Jharkhand. As I already said that if our sales will increase our
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incremental margin will increase and that incremental margin we will use for extra pricing

support and advertisement in other areas.

Abdul Karim: Are you planning to launch new products?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, we are planning to launch Geyser in this financial year.

Abdul Karim: What are the CAPEX plan in FY17 and what will be the mix of dates and internal accruals?

Priavrat Sharma: You are talking about the capacity of the plant, right?

Abdul Karim: No, CAPEX plan.

Priavrat Sharma: Our CAPEX plan, we are going to install another manufacturing unit at Mahindra SEZ as I

have already told in last concall. Factory is ready and from first week of June or second week

of June its commercial productions will start. We have already installed the company. We have

not taken any loan. We have completed that factory construction and erection of the plant for

machinery were also, however I will apply in bank also for 4.25 crores term loan. But still we

have not taken any single money from the bank and we have completed the project from all the

internal accruals but we will take working capital from the bank for that company and this year

our target is 30 crores from that unit and that is for wires and cables only and that is 100% for

export oriented unit in Mahindra SEZ.

Abdul Karim: Your CAPEX plan is Rs. 30 crores…?

Priavrat Sharma: No CAPEX plan is not 30 crores, turnover target is 30 crores, CAPEX is 4.25 crores.

Abdul Karim: And all from debt, right? 

Priavrat Sharma: Yes. Which we have already incurred from our internal accruals, we have not taken any single

money.

Abdul Karim: No debt, right?

Priavrat Sharma: No.

Moderator: Thank you. The next question from line of Sachin Kasaria from Lucky Investment. Please go

ahead.

Sachin Kasaria: Can you give us product by product break up of your 176 crores revenue?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, 112 crores revenue, right? You want break up?

Sachin Kasaria: India as well as overseas, both.

Priavrat Sharma: In India our turnover is 112 crores. In wires and cables it is 50 crores, electrical accessories

switch socket, MCB and all is 37.5 crores, CFL is 13.5 crores, fan is 3.5 crores and LED is 7.5

crores approximate.

Sachin Kasaria: And sir what is our main strength when it comes to the sales, is it because we are much lower

priced vis-à-vis people like Havells, V-Guard and Bajaj or is there some brand strength also

there how are we priced vis-à-vis competition in the market?

Priavrat Sharma: I would like to clear Veto is not a new brand. Veto is 1967 first electrical ISI brand. Veto is

very well  known in India  and we  are  going outside of  Rajasthan.  We are  receiving good

responses.  Veto was doing work up to 2000 because in 2000 company was closed due to
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family reasons we have purchased this plant in 2006 and reestablishing manufacturing unit in

Haridwar, that brand is not a problem. Brand is good and in Rajasthan our wire rate is more

than Havells and Anchors, but in other states our rate is 5% less than Anchor and Havells.

Sachin Kasaria: Rajasthan you are at equal Havells and Anchor?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, we are equal to Havells and Anchor in comparison of rate and our wire sale is more than

Anchor in Rajasthan.  But in other states yes we are having a pricing pressure but for this

purpose we are keeping 5% lesser than Anchor and Havells in other states but our quality is

good and new distributors are giving good response to us.

Sachin Kasaria: How  do  you  compare  quality  vis-à-vis  to  some  of  the  competition  and  you  have  the

certifications for any accreditations which say that your quality that you are par with some of

the peers?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes sir, we are having our own laboratory installation in our Haridwar factory and each and

every passes through our laboratory test and we are giving 25 years warranty for our switches.

No company is giving 25 years’ warranty for the switches.

Sachin Kasaria: But you are giving?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Sachin Kasaria: How does that work, 25-year warranty?

Priavrat Sharma: 25 year warranty means life time warranty. Our switch never stops the work, even the lights.

We have replacement in switch.

Sachin Kasaria: But is there some propitiatory technology that gives 25 years, sounds like a lot of time.

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, we are using good quality of brass part because some people are using Aluminum and

local brass part and we are using GL brass part and we are using good products of switches and

then our quality is good.

Sachin Kasaria: Secondly you mentioned that when you go out of Rajasthan you have to sell  at  a 5%-7%

discount?

Priavrat Sharma: Not 5%-7%, 5% only.

Sachin Kasaria: So you added that next year you think the proportion of non-Rajasthan will increase from 20%

to 30% correct sir? That is the guidance?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Sachin Kasaria: But we would mean that business you will not make much money because you are pricing it

5% less.

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Sachin Kasaria: So as of now if you see compared to the normal EBITDA margin the profitability is much

lower when you go out of Rajasthan, correct?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.  But  when  we  are  doing,  we  are  doing  also  Rajasthan  and  we  are  focusing  only on

electrical accessories and electrical accessories having more than 25% EBITDA margin and we

are focusing on the electrical accessory only, not on wire and cables out of Rajasthan.
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Sachin Kasaria: And you mean what are the products as electrical accessories sir?

Priavrat Sharma: Electrical accessories are switch socket, MCB and bell and all accessories.

Sachin Kasaria: Secondly is what is currently your advertisement budget both above the line and below the line

and what is the plan for FY17?

Priavrat Sharma: Over financial year 15-16 our budget was 2% of sales revenue, our advertisement expenditure

was around 2 crores but for this financial year Indian target is 160 crores and our budget is 3%.

Sachin Kasaria: From 2 crores it will go to 5 crores.

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Sachin Kasaria: It will be mainly in the form of banner boards and all or it will be mainly in terms of dealer

intent?

Priavrat Sharma: No, it is flex board, wall printing and print media. We will give daily ad to any paper, print

media and TV electronic media also.

Sachin Kasaria: Secondly sir how we see your overall working capital cycle in FY17 vis-à-vis FY16?

Priavrat Sharma: Working capital cycle will definitely improve because we are targeting 110 crores sales for

Dubai and Dubai cycle is 30 days only and Indian cycle which is 90-120 days an average rate

would be around 60-75 days.

Sachin Kasaria: Then you will maintain this 60-75 day in…?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Sachin Kasaria: Are you also working out some vendor financing the way some of these companies actually

like in Havells do, is that something that we are expecting?

Priavrat Sharma: No actually our  dealer  network is  in  villages and we  are  having 2500 dealers’ across  the

Rajasthan and they are  not  interested to  take  the finance from the banks.  They are  doing

business with their own capital but we are thinking from this model for our distributor out of

Rajasthan because they will do good business and they can go for this option.

Sachin Kasaria: And sir do you have any targets for ROC and ROE for the next 2-3 years that you want to

achieve as a company?

Priavrat Sharma: We are positive about this year, we are having more than 20% ROC and ROE and you can see

in  the  balance  sheet  we  are  having  more  than  15  crores  surplus  in  our  balance  sheet.

Personally, I am not thinking that we should increase our long term or short term debt because

our  internal  accruals  will  increase  and we  can do  the required business  from the  internal

accruals and our existing working capital surplus.

Sachin Kasaria: If we are to compared with most of the other players in the Indian market our export especially

sales in Dubai seems to be much higher compared to industry, so what is the result of that?

Priavrat Sharma: Actually one of promoter’s brother is settled in Dubai from last 20 years and he is having good

rapport in Dubai market, gulf and African markets and these are having good market study and

he is able to do business in comparison of others and we have also got 10% margin over there.

Sachin Kasaria: 10% EBITDA margin?
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Priavrat Sharma: Yes. But interest cost is negligible, then EBITDA 10% and 9% PAT or PBT.

Sachin Kasaria: They are also selling under the brand Veto or it is…?

Priavrat Sharma: Veto only.

Sachin Kasaria: Mainly in Dubai or the entire middle east area?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, middle east area. Actually they are exporting in 56 countries. Middle east, Gulf country,

Russian country and African also.

Sachin Kasaria: Sir do you have a product development team in place, which does R&D and comes out with

new products? How does it work for you?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, we our team settled in Mumbai. There are two persons and they are only for research and

development for increasing the product for the company in the next 2-3 years.

Sachin Kasaria: There is one final question, this year 20% of sales is outside Rajasthan. So can you tell us

which are the currently primarily states of 20-22 crore of sales that you have done? Which are

the main states we have sold other than Rajasthan?

Priavrat Sharma: In Gujarat, our sales is more than Rs. 10 crores.

Sachin Kasaria: And after Gujarat sir which are other?

Priavrat Sharma: After Gujarat NCR 6 crores?

Sachin Kasaria: Which one sir?

Priavrat Sharma: Delhi, Hyderabad and NCR.

Sachin Kasaria: Sir this 50 crores that you want to achieve what would be the key focus area for 3-4 states sir?

Priavrat Sharma: 60 crores incremental revenue we are focusing on 40 crores from out of Rajasthan and 20

crores from Rajasthan.

Sachin Kasaria: That means 40 crores will mainly come from Gujarat, NCR or from?

Priavrat Sharma: Gujarat  and  NCRwe  have  already covered  10  states.  Gujarat  NCR means  Delhi,  Punjab,

Haryana,  UP,  J&K,  we  have  already  appointed  distributor  in  J&K,  Assam,  Patna,  and

Jharkhand and Madhya Pradesh and Kerala also.

Moderator: Thank you. The next question from the line of Sanjiv Panda from Sharekhan. Please go ahead.

Sanjiv Panda: Sir can you help us to understand the growth that we are looking in the topline of 100 crores

incremental  growth,  where  from  we  expect  say  from  the  existing  states,  new  states

DUBAIbusiness, like from which part you expect the incremental 100 crores growth?

Priavrat Sharma: In Dubai, in 6 months we have achieved 64 crores sales and for full year we can achieve easily

110 or 120 crores. It is not a big thing and for India our existing sales is 112 crores. We have

already appointed 10 distributors in 10 states. We are focusing for increasing our sales to 40

crores incremental sales from out of Rajasthan and 20 crores as usual growth as such we are

receiving from last 8-10 years and now our target is very conservative and we can achieve

easily.
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Sanjiv Panda: And to summarize it, domestic we can expect 60 crores incremental growth and from Dubai

we can expect 50 crores?

Priavrat Sharma: 50 crores from Dubai and 50 crores from India. Out of 50 crores from SEZ unit we can achieve

25 crores. Then our challenge is 25 crores on 112 crores, that is only 20%.

Sanjiv Panda: And sir  with this  incremental  growth  from these areas  that  you  said the blended revenue

whatever it will be, based on this do you think we can sustain our margin or we will have to

little deepen the margin considering that non Rajasthan sales is growing?

Priavrat Sharma: For out of Rajasthan definitely we will have a pressure on our margin but as you know our

fixed cost is same and there is no CAPEX and we are currently running in 1/3rd capacity. We

can produce as much as we require and our incremental profit will also increase and we will

use that incremental profiting in fact support out of Rajasthan.

Sanjiv Panda: Okay sir and the growth that you are saying, any light you can throw on the product wise like

which are the products that you see the growth or is it across the board?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes,  LED is a good business.  We are focusing on LED because it  is  a marginal business,

profitable business. This year overall sale was 7.5 crores and now we are targeting 20 crores

for LED. Everybody knows that our Prime Minister is focusing on Digital India and power

saving mode. We are very hopeful of this.

Sanjiv Panda: What kind of margin we see there?

Priavrat Sharma: I am not talking about bulb. Bulb is very thin margin because government is also supplying but

in fancy light, LED, surface light and all there is a good margin.

Sanjiv Panda: So is it in the range of 10%-15%?

Priavrat Sharma: No, it is in the range of more than 20% in some products.

Moderator: Thank you. The next question from the line of Abdul Karim from HDFC Securities. Please go

ahead.

Abdul Karim: Recently RR Poly has entered in Rajasthan market and you are saying there is no competition

in Rajasthan and we are expecting a good margin in Rajasthan. But already RR Poly is selling

its product in 5% or 4% discount in the market. So how is the pricing pressure inside the

Rajasthan?

Priavrat Sharma: In Rajasthan there is no pressure, however wire and cable we are using Vimal brand and if you

ask anybody in Rajasthan, in any village or town then everybody is crazy about Vimal. We are

selling  wire  2%-5%  more  price  on  anchors  and  Havells  and  there  is  no  comparison  of

Rajasthan with us of RR Polycab.

Moderator: Thank you. The next question from the line of Dhaman Shah from Indsec Securities. Please go

ahead.

Dhaman Shah: I have few questions related to the LED. So I just wanted to know what is our plant capacity

for LED plant?

Priavrat Sharma: Sir we are not manufacturing LED, we are sourcing and outsourcing this product under our

brand name Veto. We are importing this from China.
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Dhaman Shah: So are you going to manufacture, I mean do you have any plans to set up?

Priavrat Sharma: No,  sir  in  2-3 years  we  are  not  focusing  because until  we  have  not  achieved  100  crores

turnover and we should not go for the manufacturing activity.

Dhaman Shah: Okay, so this really goes to where, you only sell bulbs and lights to retail consumers or do

you…?

Priavrat Sharma: No, we are more focusing on fancy lights and LED in office and showrooms because there is

no margin in bulbs now.

Dhaman Shah: So you do not have any plans to go for government orders after 2-3 years?

Priavrat Sharma: No we are not thinking about it because our company size is very low and our turnover is less

than 200 crores and we do not want to take any risks because we know there is a payment risk

in government supply. We do not want to take risk, we are growing in like our own style. But I

mean by receiving 500 crores balance sheet then we can think on this governmental side.

Dhaman Shah: So just wanted to get how much LED contributed in FY16 in terms of the revenue?

Priavrat Sharma: Revenue of our LED sales is 7.5 crores out of 112 crores.

Dhaman Shah: And what is the margins in LED segment?

Priavrat Sharma: The LED margin is 15-30%, it depends on the project.

Dhaman Shah: And your outlook is like incremental 100 crores revenue is FY17 or would end up at 176

crores?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, 50 crores for overseas and 50 crores for India.

Dhaman Shah: 50 crores will be?

Priavrat Sharma: For Dubai and 50 crores from India.

Dhaman Shah: Your expectation in terms of the group EBITDA margin for the next two years?

Priavrat Sharma: We will try to maintain the EBITDA margin same because as I have already said that our sales

will increase, our incremental margin profit will increase but otherwise we have to support in

other  states  in  pricesupport  and we  will  use  that  incremental  margin in  price  support  and

advertisement of our company.

Dhaman Shah: So I  mean because of  the commodity prices  was down in last  one year,  so what  kind  of

advantage do you think in terms of the raw material, do you think it is already at a bottom

side? So there could be some improvement in the commodity price may be if the demand will

increase. So how do your channel works, do you pass on everything even though the price falls

off to the end users or how does it work?

Priavrat Sharma: As far as the commodity price is concerned, there is only copper which at present is more.

What they are doing in wires and cables, we issue our price very month on first of the month

and we purchase. We receive all the orders from our distributors because in wires and cables

everyone know that copper plus PVC plus 20%. This is the standard formula for all and the

distributor  know and we  want  to  make  transparent  to  ourselves  with  our  distributors  and

dealers and weissue our price on 1st of every month and we book the orders and for that order
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how much copper we require we immediately book the copper on LMEand it  is  a natural

regime and we always give price relaxation in copper to our dealers.

Moderator: Thank you. The next question from line ofSachin Kasaria from Lucky Investment. Please go

ahead.

Sachin Kasaria: You did given an example that  in case of MCBs and switchgear  you  are giving 25 years

warranty. There is a bit different set of strategy to tell the customer that your quality is very

good.  What  is  your  strategy  for  the  remainder  products?  How do  you  differentiate  your

products and its competition in some of the other category like fans and LEDs and all?

Priavrat Sharma: Sir in switches we are using PC Powder(Inaudible) 30.20monopoly and their quality is very

good and I think most of the respective companies using PC Powder from that company only

because this is the only one sector in India. But in other product because in switches we are

using PC powder very good then we can say that okay we can give 25-year warranty but in

case of fan and all there is a technical because there is a not warranty of motor but we are

giving one-year warranty as others are giving one-year warranty for fan and all and as regards

to wires and cables we are also giving 10-15-year warranty because there is no replacement

from last ten years in wires and cables. I am in this company from last 10 years. I have not

seen a replacement in wires and cables in last 10 years but in fan we cannot give any warranty

more than one year because there is a motor and there is no mechanism.

Sachin Kasaria: The question is that when a customer today goes to buy, say when it comes to switches and all

he buys because he gets confidence because of 25 years’ warranty, what is the differentiating

feature for a customer when he goes to buy a fan or wire and cable, how does he get the

confidence that Vetois at par orbetter quality as compared to competition, what are the key

features on which you are able to sell?

Priavrat Sharma: Sir for fans, for wires and cables and fans we are equal to all. I am giving only 25 years as

warranty for switches and all. So that customer can make their confidence in our company that

okay company is good if anybody nowadays giving 25 years’ warranty for switches.

Sachin Kasaria: Sir just to rephrase the question. Switches we perfectly understand you give 25 years’ warranty

but for your other products there are various brands in the market that are available. So what is

the USP that you feel that you have, customer is purchasing because your product is priced

lower the customer buys it or is there any other reason?

Priavrat Sharma: Sir we maintain our price 5% lower than other premium brand in out of Rajasthan and as we

already said we are having B2C marketing. We are having more than 2500 dealers,if we will

keep our product on our counter then he will always appreciate to customer that brand is good

and you can take this product also of this company because switch is good then fan will also be

good. This is our USP because we are doing business on B2C model.

Sachin Kasaria: Sir your margins that you offer to your dealers are similar as compared to other brands or you

go for higher margins?

Priavrat Sharma: Out of 2500 only 100 dealers are doing only exclusive for Veto, but others are doing other

brands sales also.

Sachin Kasaria: The margin difference sir that you offer to these multi brand guys?
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Priavrat Sharma: Margin difference there is no policies. It is same for all the dealers because when the dealer

sitting in the market then he has to keep all the brands.

Sachin Kasaria: That is fine sir. We are just figuring out does the dealer make same margin when he sells your

products versus other products or even if he sells Veto he gets higher margin compared to

competition for the same product category?

Priavrat Sharma: In Rajasthan our margin is higher because of brand is so popular in Rajasthan but apart from

margin we are giving 90 days’ credit. No premium branded company is giving 90 days’ credit

to their dealers and dealer always try to keep our product in their shop.

Sachin Kasaria: Also that means then our product is selling because we give credit and not because the product

is having strong brand, is that correct?

Priavrat Sharma: No. Credit is only a good thing for dealers. If he will not sell good quality products, then how

he can maintain the sale for longer periods. Quality is also good. But in our case our electrical

business mouth to mouth publicity is more important. If the dealers want to increase sale of

any company he will try more on the counter that this company is good and you try this and

you know that in village or towns every 60% sales are dependent on the dealers.

Moderator: Thank you. The next question from the line of Levin Shah from Value Quest. Please go ahead.

Levin Shah: My question is regarding this Dubai business, actually we have a 100% subsidiary over there

right?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Levin Shah: So this subsidiary as incorporated this year or so it was doing business from past also?

Priavrat Sharma: No, our is 100% subsidiary, Veto versusFZEis incorporated on 3rd October, 2015 only.

Levin Shah: So in 6 months’ time has it done 60 crores revenue?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes because there is one brother of promoter who is settled in Dubai, he is in the same business

and he support us in all the way.

Levin Shah: Is that prior to October, there was no business being done by that brother of the promoter itself,

or he was in the same business?

Priavrat Sharma: No, he is in the same business. But he is doing good business over there and he is doing 350

crores sale in Dubai.

Levin Shah: So that 350 crores includes the other brands also?

Priavrat Sharma: No Veto brand only.

Levin Shah: So if he does 350 crores sales how are we recording 60 crores of sales, can you just explain

how is the understanding between the promoter and that guy?

Priavrat Sharma: There is no understanding because we are doing business our own ways and he is doing his

own business but they are real brother right? If he is doing business and they shared that okay

we want to explore our company in Dubai also then okay welcome, ok you come and start the

business and we start the business and actually we are having export from last 20 years in our
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holding company. Veto Electropower India Private Limited. We are also having connection

over there.

Levin Shah: So these 350 crores of revenue that he is doing that is all from the Veto brand?

Priavrat Sharma: Because international  brand he is  having and in  India  Veto brand is  Veto Switchgear  and

Cables Limited.

Levin Shah: Okay so he is using the same Veto brand but internationally he has the rights for that brand?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Levin Shah: Okay sir. Then when we sell to him it is also the Veto brand that we sell?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, we have already settled and we will give name as a franchise fees or royalty fees, some

marginal some amount.

Levin Shah: How much is that?

Priavrat Sharma: It is very negligible. It is a family business, right?

Levin Shah: And so apart  from our  products  whatever  he sells are  into the same category or they are

different category products?

Priavrat Sharma: No, they are different category products. He is also doing trading business, trading of Phillips

also.

Levin Shah: So whatever are our products that would be exclusive category?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, because we are doing export over special wires and cables, but he is not dealing in that

product.

Levin Shah: And sir how do you see this, so Dubai opportunity not in FY17 but over a period of 3-5 years

what can be the potential business that when that we can get from there?

Priavrat Sharma: Sir that is we are looking good for a Gulf countrybecause he is doing 350 crores sales and all

the  materials  are  procured  from China  and  in  India  we  are  stabilizing.  We  have  already

installed one manufacturing unit in Mahindra SEZ into account of encashing the opportunities

because we would like to reduce our dependence in China and over the period of time we will

try to manufacture all the products in India.

Levin Shah: So that is what sir. If you can give just any number like what can be the potential or what is our

target over next 3-4 years of revenues coming in from Dubai basically?

Priavrat Sharma: Our board of directors have made only two year targets and I already shared that this year for

FY16-17 our target was 170 crores and we achieved 176 and for FY16-17 they have made a

guidance for280 crores revenue.

Levin Shah: Okay and sir the other thing is on the margins that we earn into that business. So what are the

margins that we earn into the Dubai business?

Priavrat Sharma: 10% margin.

Levin Shah: So that is more or less fixed. So we will get 10% margins…?
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Priavrat Sharma: No, that is not fixed because in business we cannot say anything fixed but after doing research

and after all competition with other brands and markets remaining we are quite confident that

we can achieve 10% margin over there.

Levin Shah: Okay and there are no creditor days in that business?

Priavrat Sharma: Creditor days is nil because we are procuring the goods on LCs basis or advanced payment

basis but our credit period is 30 days only. But in India it is 90 days.

Levin Shah: But coming on to this working capital, if we look at our cash conversion cycle for standalone

business it is like 200 days. So are there any plans or how we can go about it to bring it down?

Priavrat Sharma: In Rajasthan we cannot do anything as I already shared because they are doing business from

10 years in the same condition.  But out of Rajasthan we are more focusing on distributor

channel and we will give credit to our distributor for 30 days only.

Levin Shah: Out of Rajasthan?

Priavrat Sharma: Because all companies are doing same. Havells is giving 7 days’ credit to their distributor but

our sale is not so big and our sale is bigand Havells is a big namewe will try to follow their

policy in coming years.

Levin Shah: But like previously you  said that  for  fans  why would  dealer  sell  our  fan because we  are

offering him a 90 days’credit. So does that mean a non-Rajasthan business also we are offering

90 days’ credit in some of the categories or some of the products?

Priavrat Sharma: For fans we are not giving 90 days’ credit because margin is 5% only, we are giving 30 days’

credit for fans because you understand this first because for wires and cables and fans credit

days is 30 days only and for other all electrical accessories and LED, CFL and all for that we

are giving 90 days’ credit. There are two categories.

Levin Shah: And sir like looking at the receivable days what you are saying is we give 90 days’ credit but

this year’s receivable days are around 130 days’ standalone business?

Priavrat Sharma: We are doing good business from dealer for last 0 years and we are having good relationship

and we have to support them in all the ways.

Levin Shah: That I completely understand but the only thing is that this means that some of the dealers we

are giving credit days of more than 130 may be 150 days because blended receivable days are

around 130 days?

Priavrat Sharma: Standalone inventory is 40 crores.

Levin Shah: Yes, 40 crores receivables on a sales of 112 crores?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, 120 days.

Levin Shah: Yes, so 128 days is what roughly it comes to?

Priavrat Sharma: 90 days we are giving cash discount, 120 days we are not giving cash discount, 30 days they

have if anybody want to take cash discount and they will make payment in 30 days and in 90

daysif they want to make a discount then they will be given 120 days. But in Rajasthan we

support all the ways to our dealer.
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Levin Shah: So in Rajasthan receivable days will be upwards of 120-130 days also?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Levin Shah: And that will continue the way it is, right sir?

Priavrat Sharma: No we are trying to reduce it. We have made a policy that we will be strict for 30 days’ credit

for wires and cables, 90 days for electrical accessories, but in market you know that many

brands are coming and we have to support our dealers in all the ways. But out of Rajasthan we

are following this policy for 30 days.

Levin Shah: And sir apart from LED which are the other products that we outsource completely?

Priavrat Sharma: Apart from LED we are also outsourcing CFL and fan.

Levin Shah: CFL and fan is completely outsourced?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Levin Shah: So the electrical accessories and cables and wires is what we manufacturing?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, all manufacturing.

Levin Shah: And sir what would be the capacity utilization for this products right now?

Priavrat Sharma: Currently we  are  manufacturing at  1/3rd capacity using in  single  shift.  Wehave set  up the

factory to account of 500 crores sales. Capacity is not a big issue.

Levin Shah: So 500 crores sales from cables and wires and electrical, right now we are doing 90 crores?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Levin Shah: So essentially we can go to 500 crores with the same capacity?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes,  we will  do the business  in  single  shift,  we will  manufacture  in  double  shift  and our

capacity will be 6x.

Levin Shah: So essentially for  next  3-5  years  we  would  not  require  any CAPEX unless  we  decide  to

manufacture some of the products in-house?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, if the demand will increase our sale will increase, we can manufacture any goods.

Moderator: Thank  you.  We  have  a  follow  up  question  from  the  line  ofDhaman  Shah  from  Indsec

Securities. Please go ahead.

Dhaman Shah: Dubai contributes around 34% to our topline in FY16, right?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Dhaman Shah: So we  are  planning  to  increase  our  exposure  to  Dubai  market.  So  as  per  your  estimated

revenue figures the contribution comes up to around 37% in FY17?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Dhaman Shah: And you highlighted that the margins in Dubai is around 10% vis-à-vis the domestic market

margins are between 14%-15%, right?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.
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Dhaman Shah: So if the proportion for the Dubai market will increase don’t you think the blended margin will

be reduced in near future I mean from 15% to around 13%or 14%?

Priavrat Sharma: No sir,  actually in Dubai EBITDA margin is because there is now nil interest cost, on 1%

interest we can avail working capital in Dubai. In India we are giving 11% first thing, In Dubai

the working capital cycle is lesser than India. In India 90 days’ debtors credit and in Dubai 30

days. If Dubai business will increase, then definitely our profit will increase.

Dhaman Shah: I am just talking about the operating margin.

Priavrat Sharma: Operating EBITDA?

Dhaman Shah: Yes.

Priavrat Sharma: If Dubai will increase then EBITDA will reduce but in the same time our ROC and ROE will

increase.

Dhaman Shah: So that  was  only my concern.  So  how much do  you  envisage  that  Dubai  market  should

contribute after 2 or 3 years? Do you think that the ratio should be between 50:50?

Priavrat Sharma: Not so because in India we are growing well. In India the demand is growing good and we are

anticipating because we will decide our guidance for 17-18 in the next board meeting. I will let

you know at that time but personally I am thinking that after 18 the sale will be 50:50, Dubai

and India.

Dhaman Shah: After FY18?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Moderator: Thank you.  We have the next question from the line of Adil  Lari  from Kredant Research.

Please go ahead.

Adil Lari: I just wanted to confirm again who owns Veto brand?

Priavrat Sharma: Veto Switchgears and Cables Limited.

Adil Lari: So that is this listed company only?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Adil Lari: But the brand is being used by your brother company also?

Priavrat Sharma: No, that is for international purpose. Not in India.

Adil Lari: So do we also get some royalty or any fees, etc., for using the brand?

Priavrat Sharma: Sir up to the date we have not received any royalty from them but now we are thinking on that.

Adil Lari: Because what I understand is that their scale of operations is much higher than our scale and

we also are saying that going forward may be in FY18, Dubai and India  will  have 50:50

contributions. So growth in Dubai market would be much higher than the Indian market.

Priavrat Sharma: At the time of purchase of  brand this  company was  known as  Veto Industries  that  is  the

partnership firm and we convert this partnership into (Inaudible) 48.27, Veto Switchgears and

Cables Limited. At that time, we have decided that we will we will use Veto in Dubai for

theircompany and use Veto for this company in India. But Veto brand is registered in the name
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of listed company only and we will decide what happen because it is a family business and we

will do now professionally.

Adil Lari: Also one thing, is there any overlap of product between what you are selling in Dubai and the

brother of the promoter? Does this end the same?

Priavrat Sharma: No, there is no overlooking. That is a different product we are selling.

Moderator: Thank you. The next question from the line of Aporva Saha from PhillipCapital. Please go

ahead.

Aporva Saha: Sir is it possible for you to sell segment wise margin because if I look at quarter-on-quarter

numbers like if our margin has moved from 16% to roughly 21%, so can you throw some more

light on the same?

Priavrat Sharma: It is trade secret but somehow I will share with you. The LED our margin is 20%-30% in some

product  and  our  LED sales  in  Q4 is  around 5 crores.  That  is  the  reason  our  margin  has

increased in Q4 and fan margin is 5% and CFL is 10%, accessories is between 25%-35%,

wires and cables is 10%-15%.

Aporva Saha: Sorry sir. Wires and cables is 10%-15%, LED is 25%.

Priavrat Sharma: 20%-30%.

Aporva Saha: And then fan is?

Priavrat Sharma: Fan is 5% only.

Aporva Saha: So out of you are saying like for the full year we have done a sale of LED sale of 7.5 crores.

So out of that 5 crores is done in the last quarter only?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes. That is the reason our profit has increased.

Aporva Saha: So sir more or less like in our domestic market what will be our rough margin because if I look

at last year number then it is a wide range from 15% to 21%. So on a blended basis, based on

your guidance of 160 crores what will be the margin range?

Priavrat Sharma: At present our EBITDA margin is 50%. We will try to maintain this margin.

Aporva Saha: And just last thing one clarification, if I include Dubai revenue so that is around 64 crores, so

more or less the simultaneous amount has been increased in sock-in-trades. So Dubai is more a

traded business?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, it is a total trading business. We procured the goods from China under the Veto brand and

sell.

Aporva Saha: And what is the breakup of Dubai business segment wise?

Priavrat Sharma: 50:50, wires and cables and accessories, 50:50.

Moderator: Thank you. The next question from the line of Levin Shah from Value Quest. Please go ahead.

Levin Shah: Just wanted to know whether the holding company Veto Electropowers India Private Limited,

what business is this company into?
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Priavrat Sharma: This company is in manufacturing of wires and cables and it is 100% EOU unit.Company sale

is 30 crores, but now we are shifting this business in 100% subsidiary of listed company in

Veto Electricals Private Limited. We have already set up a manufacturing unit in Mahindra

SEZ. We will close this company and we will start the business in this company only.

Levin Shah: So up till now this company was in to the business of cables and wires, so what was the brand

that they use?

Priavrat Sharma: They are using other brands for their Gulf countrieslike MK and all.

Levin Shah: So now the promoters have now decided to close that company and that business will come to

Veto Electrical?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes, 100% subsidiary.

Levin Shah: Yes is there any payment that we have to make to the promoters regarding this?

Priavrat Sharma: No, nothing like that because there shareholding is same right.However, they are securitizing

30% or 28% but inspite of that they will be benefited in future when they consolidate the

business.

Levin Shah: And that company had a turnover of 20, how much you said sir?

Priavrat Sharma: 26 crores. Last year turnover was around 26 crores.

Levin Shah: So after this business coming in there would be no business in any other group companies.

Priavrat Sharma: All business will be in listed company only.

Levin Shah: Okay and do the promoters have any other business interest apart from this like cables, wires

and this business?

Priavrat Sharma: No, they arethree brothers and one brother’s son is MBA in hotel  management  from New

Zealand and for him he was interested in Hotel, for him they have opened this Radisson Blue

Hotel Jaipur in 2012. The hotel is doing good and last year we have made a profit of 15 crores

from the hotel.

Levin Shah: But that is like separately run by the promoters?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes separately run by the one son of the one promoter.

Levin Shah: And so this business what you are saying that the ElectropowersPrivate Limited business will

come in from FY17 onwards?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes FY17.

Levin Shah: So the growth that we are saying like additional 50 crores of revenue that includes this 25

crores of revenues?

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.25 crores inorganic growth and 25 crores organic growth.

Levin Shah: So 25 would be organic growth, like 20%-25%.

Priavrat Sharma: Yes.

Moderator: Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen as there are no further questions I will now handover this

floor over to the management for the closing comments. Thank you and over to you sir.
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Priavrat Sharma: Thanks to all of you for sparing your time and thanks to all.

Moderator: Thank you very much. Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of Kirin Advisors that concludes this

conference. Thank you for joining us and you may now disconnect your lines.
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